
Learning, Cognition, and Development

Name of App Platform Description

30 hands Starter iOS (Apple) Create a multimedia presentation  and publish it as a video to share.

30/30 iOS (Apple) Task manager that lets you set up a list of tasks, and a length of time for each of them.  When you start the timer, it will tell you when to move on toe the 

next task

360 Thinking Time Tracker iOS (Apple) Instructional time app designed for supporting students' executive function skill development.  It is based on the innovation clinical model of executive 

functioning skill know as 360 Thinking.

ABC Letter Tracing- Free iOS (Apple) Free writing practice for Preschool

Abilipad iOS (Apple) Customizable keyboard and adaptive notepad with word prediction and text-to-speech

AbleLink Visual Impact iOS (Apple) Specially-designed features for individuals with cognitive disabilities. Visual Impact 3 gives the ability to quickly create multimedia task instructional 

sequences, social stories and visual modeling vignettes for nearly any activity. 

Activity Timer iOS (Apple) Fun way to time.

Adobe Spark Video iOS (Apple) Spark Video helps anyone create stunning animated videos. No filming required — just record your voice in short increments to tell your story. Pick from 

over 25,000 images or add your own photos to highlight what you have to say. Select the soundtrack that works best. Then Video automatically adds 

striking cinematic motion to your story

Any.do: To-Do List, Task List Android Make check lists and keep track of everything they need & want to-do.  Share your check lists & tasks with anyone to get more done, faster.

AppWriter US iOS (Apple) Text editing for iPad (word suggestions, text-to-speech, PDF-reader, OCR, Dyslexie-font)

ASD Tools iOS (Apple) A way of visually communicating with your child at any time but especially if their emotions have taken them over.

AT Ease iOS (Apple) Relieve anxiety and worry by combining voice-guided breathing meditations, mental exercises and journaling.

Audio Memos Free- The Voice Recorder iOS (Apple) Voice recorder for the iPhone or iPad

AudioNote 2 iOS (Apple) AudioNote links the notes you take to the audio recorded when you take them. The result is a linked index of your recording that quickly provides 

invaluable audio context for your notes.

AudioNote Lite iOS (Apple) Records notes and audio synced with Notepad note taking app

AudioNote Lite Andriod Records notes and audio synced with note taking app

Autism Tracker Lite iOS (Apple) Track what matters to your child and your family. Use the visual calendar and multi-item graphs to view and discuss patterns.

Bitsboard iOS (Apple) Educational flashcards and lessons veering hundreds of topics. Ideal for learning languages, mastering vocabulary, learning to read, and learning to speak 

and spell.

Blio iOS (Apple) ebook reader with added effects and features.

Book Creator Free iOS (Apple) Make your own ebooks, right on your iPad.

Calm Counter iOS (Apple) A visual and audio tool to help people came down when they are angry or anxious.  The app includes a social story about anger, and audio/visual tools 

for calming down.
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Calm: Meditation to Relax, Focus & Sleep 

Better

iOS (Apple) App for mindfulness and meditation to bring more clariy, joy, and peace to your daily life.

CanPlan iOS (Apple) Virtually any activity can be broken into a sequence of easy-to-follow steps, illustrated by photos and reinforced with optional text and audio. Includes 

scheduling and reminder features. Free version- maximum of 3 tasks. Full version ($14.99)- unlimited number of tasks (in-app purchase).

Capti Voice Narrator iOS (Apple) Text to Speech app that allows you to listen to any content from Safari, Chrome, GoogleDrive, Dropbox, Bookshare, or Gutenberg.  Documents and web 

articles can be saved for later in the Playlist and accessed offline.

Catch the Cow iOS (Apple) Helps children and adults with physical disabilities, learn to select pictures using a scanning device

Cause and Effect Sensory Light Box iOS (Apple) Encourages development and basic awareness of touches and gestures through open-ended exploration and play. For people with VI, autism and 

developmental disabilities.

CBT4Kids Toolbox iOS (Apple) The CBT4Kids App was developed by two Clinical Psychologists to provide evidence-based therapy tools that are easy to use and appealing to children 

aged 6 - 12 years. 

ChatterPix Kids iOS (Apple) Chatterpix Kids can make anything talk -- pets, friends, doodles, and more.  Simply take any photo, draw a line to make a mouth, and record your voice. 

Then share your Pix with friends and family as silly greetings, playful messages, creative cards, or even fancy book reports

ChoiceWorks iOS (Apple) A learning tool for helping children complete daily routines, understand & control their feelings, and improve their waiting skills (taking turns and not 

interruption).

Claro ScanPen Reader iOS (Apple) Listen to printed text spoken aloud at school, work, or home.  ScanPen allows you to take a picture of a printed text document then select the text with 

your finger and hear it spoken back to you.

ClaroSpeak iOS (Apple) A text-to-speech reader capable of speaking any accessible text with a range of human-sounding high-quality voices. It offers the option of visual 

highlighting in-sync with the spoken words, a range of color and font settings to allow for optimum reading, and word prediction to help with writing.

ClaroSpeak Plus iOS (Apple) A reading and writing app with text-to-speech, formatting controls, a wide range of fonts and styles, and cloud storage integration.

ClaroSpeak USA iOS (Apple) Text-to-speech (can import documents and PDFs)

Clicker Books iOS (Apple) Develop literacy skills and build confidence with Clicker Books – the book making app that includes extensive support for students of all abilities.

Clicker Connect iOS (Apple) Clicker Connect enables young learners and struggling writers to take their first steps to independent writing by using words and phrases to build 

coherent text.

Clicker Docs iOS (Apple) Develop students’ writing skills and build struggling writers’ confidence with Clicker Docs - the writing tool that provides differentiated support for 

students of all abilities.

Clicker Sentences iOS (Apple) Develop emergent writers' skills and build struggling writers’ confidence with Clicker Sentences - the definitive early writing tool that enables you to build 

sentences with whole words.

Co:Writer iOS (Apple) A writing tool that aids with phonetic/inventive spelling, grammar, and topic-related vocabulary. Includes word prediction.  For feedback while writing 

(and after writing) built-in text to speech can be used to read letters, words, sentences, and the entire document.

Convert Units Free HD iOS (Apple) Create your own unit conversions

DBSA Wellness Tracker iOS (Apple) App that allows you to keep track of your emotional, mental, and physical health. The tracker reports give you an at-a-glance summary of your health 

trends.

DBT Emotion Regulation Tools iOS (Apple) Help stop Unwanted Emotions from happening in the first place and stop or Reduce Unwanted Emotions once they start

Dexteria iOS (Apple) A set of therapeutic hand exercises (not games) to improve fine motor skills and handwriting readiness in children and adults.
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Dictionary iOS (Apple) Dictionary app that works offline and displays misspelled suggestions.

Dictionary.com Dictionary & Thesaurus for 

iPad

iOS (Apple) Dictionary and Thesaurus

DotToDot numbers & letters lite iOS (Apple) Practice counting and letters while connecting dots

Dragon Anywhere iOS (Apple) Cloud-based dictation solution that allows users to accurately dictate and edit documents using their mobile device.  There are In-App purchases 

(monthly and annual subscriptions).

Dragon Dictation iOS (Apple) Voice recognition that allows you to speak and see text or emails

Dragon Recorder iOS (Apple) Use this app with your iOS device to dictate complete memos, reports, or articles- anytime, anywhere.

Dragon Remote Microphone iOS (Apple) Turn your iOS device into a wireless microphone to more comfortably use your Dragon Desktop software. Use the remote microphone app as an 

alternative to supported headset.

Early & Advanced Switch Games iOS (Apple) This app contains 19 switch games, from cause/effect to face-building, board gaming, and scanning. 

Step-Scan is a built-in option.

Easy Behavior Tracker for Teachers iOS (Apple) Track student behavior in the classroom, notify parents from the app, and keep records of incidents that occur.

Educreations Interactive Whiteboard iOS (Apple) An interactive whiteboard and screencasting tool. Annotate, animate, and narrate nearly any type of content as you explain any concept. Teachers can 

create short instructional videos and share them  with students, or ask students to show what they know and help friends learn something new.

Eggy 100 HD iOS (Apple) A free application designed to help children recognize and learn the first 100 sight words.

Eggy 250 HD iOS (Apple) Designed to help children recognize and learn the first 250 sight words.

Eggy Alphabet iOS (Apple) Builds alphabet knowledge and handwriting skills in a comprehensive, educationally sound app.

Eggy Numbers to 100 iOS (Apple) A fun and motivational app that teaches children aged 6–8 the addition skills needed for success with mathematics. 

Endeavor 3 iOS (Apple) Scheduling app that helps organize the day and check off items from a to-do list. Provides reminders to complete tasks.

ER Browser iOS (Apple) Dyslexia web browser.

E-Reminder iOS (Apple) Easy and efficient reminder and ToDo list.

Evernote iOS (Apple) Organize personal and professional projects. Take notes, create to-do lists, and save things you find online into Evernote. Sync everything between your 

phone, tablet, and computer automatically.

Evernote Android Organize personal and professional projects. Take notes, create to-do lists, and save things you find online into Evernote. Sync everything between your 

phone, tablet, and computer automatically.

Explain Everything Classic iOS (Apple) Easy-to-use design, screen casting, and interactive whiteboard tool that let you annotate, animate, narrate, import and export almost anything to and 

from almost anywhere. Create slides, draw in any color, add shapes, add text, and use a laser pointer. Rotate, move, scale, copy, paste, clone, and lock 

any object added to the stage.

Fat Cat Chat Repair iOS (Apple) Repair a conversation that is breaking down-- calmly and politely, with please and thank you. Use a real voice to tell people you don't understand, when 

you want someone to slow down a bit, or repeat what was said. Geared toward conversations of adults and kids.
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Fat Cat Snappy Chat iOS (Apple) Uses a real voice to provide 160 phrases with quick snappy come-backs. Great for texting or talking. Geared towards casual conversations of kids.

First Then Visual Schedule HD iOS (Apple) Visual supports you can create and use with: typically developing children, those learning English as a second language. people with developmental 

disabilities like Autism and Down Syndrome, individuals with learning disabilities like dyslexia, people affected by anxiety or attention deficits, anyone 

with language, hearing or auditory processing deficits, and individuals affected by aphasia after a stroke.

Flashcards+ iOS (Apple) Gain access to tens of millions of pre-made flashcards sets.

Foxit PDF Reader & Converter iOS (Apple) Allows you to view, annotate, and protect PDF files on iOS devices while on the go.

Free Books for Kindle Fire iOS (Apple) Brings you daily updates on free kindle books.  This App has   special features to make it easier to find books you want to read - filtering by genre, easy 

and quick navigation between books, information on Sub-Genres and Review Ratings.

Free Talking Calculator iOS (Apple) A basic four-function calculator that speaks mathematical functions as they are entered and calculated.

Funny Movie Maker iOS (Apple) Create movies to share with friends. Choose any face — photos of friends, celebrities, politicians or yourself — and record videos replacing their mouth 

(or entire face) with yours. Adjust the pitch of your voice and add music to complete your movie. Make any picture talk and share the laughs with friends.

Get Out of Stress Android

2.3 and up

Protect yourself by recognizing the signs and symptoms of stress and taking steps to reduce its harmful effects.

Ginger iOS (Apple) This writing app helps you with emails, documents, messaging and social writing. Proofreads, rephrases, uses contextual synonyms and antonyms, 

human voice text to speech, personal dictionary and translates text between 40 different languages.

Go Read Android

4.0 and up

Accessible ebook reader for people with print disabilities. Go Read is directly linked to the Bookshare library, letting you find, download, and read 

Bookshare books. Use Go Read with or without TalkBack and enjoy reading Bookshare books with useful features that make reading accessible to people 

with visual, physical and learning disabilities.

Google Search iOS (Apple) Reference and research app.

GoVisual Scene Make r iOS (Apple) Start with an image or video and simply draw around the things you want to talk about. Draw a hotspot, add text-to-speech, or record a voice for 

playback. Take a video and watch it; pause it and draw a hotspot then record a word, phrase, or sentence to communicate ;model job tasks and to help  

communicate in workplace. includes the Transition to Literacy (T2L) feature—where a word dynamically pops up over the scene for several seconds. 

GoWorksheet iOS (Apple) An app that allows students to work on digital worksheets with the GoWorksheet Maker app.

GoWorksheet Maker iOS (Apple) Takes printed classroom worksheets and tests and makes them accessible with an iPad! This app is for adding accessibility alternatives to a worksheet so 

all students can complete the same work. GoWorksheet is for filling out customized worksheets.

Group Star Charts iOS (Apple) Encourage good behavior using a simple and clear system of positive feedback based on awarding stars.

Happy Baby Music Box iOS (Apple) Quickly turn printed worksheets and tests into work all your students can use. Bring in an image or take a photo of the worksheet, and customize it for 

your student's needs. Customization includes added word banks, allowance of tapping to fill multiple choice answers, drag and drop answers, or audio 

output that includes more detailed instructions or additional prompting.

Handwriting Without Tears: Wet-Dry-Try for 

Capitals, Lowercase and Numbers -- 

Classroom Edition

iOS (Apple) Wet-Dry-Try enables educators to view their students’ handwriting progress in real-time with a comprehensive suite of web-based scoring and reporting. 

It provides the flexibility to accommodate the majority of iPad implementations,  including 1:1, BYOD, and shared device scenarios.

IA Writer iOS (Apple) IA Writer has NO formatting settings to fumble with. All you can do is write. IA Writer uses plain text files (such as .txt and .md), but not .doc or docx, in 

"UTF-8" encoding.

iAnnotate iOS (Apple) Read, mark up, and share PDF, DOC, PPT and image files.

iBooks iOS (Apple) App to download and read books.

iDare iOS (Apple) Game to test your finger dexterity.
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iDocCam iOS (Apple) iDocCam is an app that allows you to control your iPhone’s camera and even turn it into a document camera for large-screen projection.

IEP Checklist iOS (Apple) IEP checklist

iNotes for iPad - Lite Edition iOS (Apple) Comprehensive note taking app. Provides text editing, handwriting and photo clipping mixed note taking experience. Users can type text, draw lines to 

annotate text, draw charts by hand, or take pictures.

IPEVO Visualizer iOS (Apple) IPEVO Visualizer for iOS allows your iPad/iPhone to be connected to an external IPEVO wireless document camera for capturing and presenting materials 

in real time. It gives you  new ways to teach, present, collaborate, and share.

iPrompts PRO iOS (Apple) Leading visual support suite for autism and special education.  Visual schedules, timers, choices and video modeling. Also includes apps for creating and 

presenting Social Stories and exercises for Speech Therapy.

iReadWrite iOS (Apple) Reading and writing made easier and accurately. Great for struggling readers and writers of all ages, especially those with dyslexia, dysgraphia, or other 

learning difficulties.

iStudiez LITE iOS (Apple) Helps keep track of study and school schedule.  Limited to 1 semester, 5 courses, 15 classes/exams per course, 15 assignments, 5 instructors, 2 holiday 

periods.

iStudiez Pro iOS (Apple) Helps keep track of study and school schedule. 

iTunes U iOS (Apple) Access to complete courses from leading universities and other schools. Also, the world's largest digital catalog of free education content.

iWordQ US iOS (Apple) Easy-to-use writing and reading application to assist struggling writers and readers.Word prediction, speech feedback, social media, proofreading, reads 

out loud.

iWriteWords iOS (Apple) Teaches children handwriting while playing a fun and entertaining game.

iWriteWords Lite iOS (Apple) Teaches children handwriting while playing a fun and entertaining game. Limited to three letters (a, b, c) and 3 words (cat, cup, owl).

JobberX iOS (Apple) All-in-one construction calculator designed for professionals.

kid CBT*ABC way iOS (Apple) Help young kids, teens, and adults practice paying attention to their upsetting thoughts, and practice challenging them with new, reasonable,a nd 

truthful thoughts!

Kiddie Countdown - Activity Timer (Free) iOS (Apple) Activity timer

Kids A-Z iOS (Apple) Delivers interactive learning content for Raz-Kids, Headsprout, and Science A-Z. Kids can choose from a library of eBooks, eQuizzes, and other eResources 

to access on their own, or complete assignments scheduled by their teacher or parent.

Kids Math Advanced Lite Free iOS (Apple) Grade school multiplication and division skills games.

Kindle iOS (Apple) Read books, eBooks, magazines, newspapers & textbooks.

Labyrinth Lite Edition iOS (Apple) Control a steel ball by tilting a wooden labyrinth. Has 10 playable levels.

LectureNotes (Trial Version) Android App for note-taking by handwriting on the screen, in particular with a stylus.

Letter Tracing - Writing Practice for Preschool iOS (Apple) Trace the letters with kid's finger. Children should trace slowly and try to stay on the dotted lines. If kid's finger go off of the line, they will need to start 

over. Go in alphabetical order or tap the letters from the botton which you want to practice!
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Lingraphica TalkPath Therapy iOS (Apple) Allows individuals to practice the areas of communication or cognition they find challenging, complete fun exercises, and track their work with the 

platform’s detailed activity reports. 

List Recorder Full iOS (Apple) Combines making lists with an easy to use, yet powerful audio recorder. Quickly jot down and organize information as audio, text, or both. VoiceOver 

capability with this full version.

Livescribe+ iOS (Apple) Application powered by Livescribe that allows you to download, view and play your smartpen notes, audio recordings, or interactive pencasts.

MDA Avaz Reader for Dyslexia iOS (Apple) MDA Avaz Reader provides research-based support and hints enabling children with dyslexia to read independently. This app uses the OCR technology to 

translate the text captured as a picture into a readable format and can be used to read any printed material – storybooks, textbooks, and newspapers. 

Meditation Studio – Guided iOS (Apple) Guided sessions to help fine-tune your inner equilibrium, whether you need help sleeping, or a confidence boost.

Mind Shift iOS (Apple) Helps teens and  young adults cope with anxiety and how you think about anxiety.

ModMath iOS (Apple) An adaptive program that improves math skills. Type basic math problems right onto an iPad screen rather than write them out long-hand. Solve the 

problems using the touch pad- no paper and pencil needed. Developed for students with dyslexia and dysgraphia.

MultiTimer: Multiple timers iOS (Apple) MultiTimer is a versatile and easy-to-use countdown and stopwatch timer-app that combines a very elegant user interface and powerful features.

MyCalmBeat iOS (Apple) A brean exercise that helps improve your ability to manage stress through slow breathing.  Slow breathing allows you to increase the vaiability of your 

heart rate to decrease stress, improve focus, and bukld resilience.

myHomework Student Planner Android Student Planner

NaviDys iOS (Apple) Browser optimized for dyslexia and better reading on the web. Includes the specific Dyslexie font.

Notability iOS (Apple) Powerful note-taker to annotate documents, record lectures, sketch illustrations, and more. With built-in iCloud support, it's perfect for keeping notes, 

documents, and doodles up to date on both iPhone and iPad.

Notemaster iOS (Apple) Note taking app that syncs with Dropbox and Google Drive

NoteTalker EDU iOS (Apple) Free version of the recording App designed for students in schools, colleges and Universities and anyone who wants to record meetings or conference 

proceedings. It has unlimited bookmarks enabling the user to record and then scroll between bookmarks during playback for easier note-taking recall. 

You can also take photographs during the lecture or meeting, add images, scribble pad notes and full text notes and export these with the associated 

audio and bookmark files to Notetalker Edit. Alternatively you can just export your text notes, images, or text and images to a PDF file

NoteTalker IPD iOS (Apple) Recording App designed for students in schools, colleges and Universities and anyone who wants to record meetings or conference proceedings. It has 

unlimited bookmarks enabling the user to record and then scroll between bookmarks during playback for easier note-taking recall. You can also take 

photographs during the lecture or meeting, add images, scribble pad notes and full text notes and export these with the associated audio and bookmark 

files to Notetalker Edit. Alternatively you can just export your text notes, images, or text and images to a PDF file

NoteTalker IPD EDU iOS (Apple) Free version of the recording App designed for students in schools, colleges and Universities and anyone who wants to record meetings or conference 

proceedings. It has unlimited bookmarks enabling the user to record and then scroll between bookmarks during playback for easier note-taking recall. 

You can also take photographs during the lecture or meeting, add images, scribble pad notes and full text notes and export these with the associated 

audio and bookmark files to Notetalker Edit. Alternatively you can just export your text notes, images, or text and images to a PDF file

NoteTalker LA iOS (Apple) Recording App designed for lecturers, teachers and students who want to record meetings or conference proceedings.  Bookmarks enabe user to record 

and scroll between bookmarks during playback for easier note-taking recall. User can take photographs during lecture or meeting and export these with 

the associated audio and bookmark files.

=COUNTBLANK()Otter: Transcribe Voice Notes iOS (Apple)  Otter records and takes meeting notes in real-time and all information (e.g. actions, highlights, photos, attendees) is captured, easily searchable, and 

shareable with your team. 

Page: English Grammar Checker iOS (Apple) A grammar and spell check app with sentence rephrasing, a personal dictionary, sharing to other apps, translator, contextual synonyms and defintions, 

phase of the day, and text reader.

Pages iOS (Apple) Word processor for mobile devices allows users to create documents on iDevices. iCloud allows users to have access to documents on iDevices.

Paper Toss HD Free iOS (Apple) Game to test your finger dexterity (innovative flick control).
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PDF to Speech Pro Android Uses text to speech to play your text documents and books.

Listen to your your office documents, books, articles and research papers while you drive, run, or walk the dog. 

PhotoMath iOS (Apple) Camera calculator and math assistant.  Simply point your camera toward a math problem and Photomath will show the result with a detailed step-by-

step solution.

Pic Collage for Kids iOS (Apple) Collage app  offers over 80  backgrounds, hundreds of free stickers, and tons of fonts. You can easily create collages and send them by email or text 

messages.

Pictello iOS (Apple) With Hue, you’ll see light in a whole new way. It lets you set the ideal lighting for every occasion.

Plain Wallpapers iOS (Apple) Generate plain wallpapers in any color you like for the home screen.

Popplet Full iOS (Apple) Capture your thoughts and ideas and sort them visually in real time. Use for brainstorming, mind mapping, diagrams and process charts.

PrepositionBuilder iOS (Apple) Helps elementary aged children learn the correct use of prepositions and learn how prepositions can change the meaning of a sentence. Modules include 

the 28 most common prepositions and 300 images to build sentences around.

Prizmo 5 Pro Scanner iOS (Apple) Prizmo is a scanner app for iPhone & iPad to create  scans of documents or process business cards from photos. Prizmo offers an efficient capture 

workflow,  editing capabilities, a choice of highly accurate OCRs, text-to-speech & accessibility features, searchable PDF & DOCX exports, and automation.

PTSD Coach Android Created by the US Department of Veterans Affairs. Information about professional care, find support, and tools to help manage the stresses of daily life. 

Tools for relaxation, positive self-talk, and skills to manage anger.

PTSD Coach iOS (Apple) Created by the US Department of Veterans Affairs. Information about professional care, find support, and tools to help manage the stresses of daily life. 

Tools for relaxation, positive self-talk, and skills to manage anger.

Puppet Pals HD iOS (Apple) Create your own unique shows with animation and audio in real time

Quizlet-Flashcards & Study Tools iOS (Apple) Create your own flashcards or choose from millions created by other Quizlet users on thousands of subjects.

Read2Go iOS (Apple) Read2Go is an accessible ebook reader that makes reading Bookshare titles easy.

Recordium iOS (Apple) A recording app designed for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Recordium lets you highlight the track while playing or recording audio, helping you focus on 

the most important parts of your recordings.

1 LookTel Money Reader iOS (Apple) Instantly recognizes currency and speaks the denomination enabling people experiencing visual impairments or blindness to quickly and easily identify 

and count bills. Supports 21 different types of currencies.

Remember the Milk iOS (Apple) Take your To-Do list anywhere. May use anywhere from mobile to the web to apps including Outlook, iCal, Gmail, Google Calendar, Twitter and more.

Remember the Milk Android Take your To-Do list anywhere. May use anywhere from mobile to the web to apps including Outlook, iCal, Gmail, Google Calendar, Twitter and more.

reQall iOS (Apple) Save your ideas, to-do lists, and things to remember by voice or text. Or use email, IM, and more. Alerts you at the right time and place.

Reward Chart iOS (Apple) Up to 11 reward charts with 4 tasks/behavior/chores etc. on each chart. 

RoutineFactory iOS (Apple) Create clear day- and week schedules and easy-to-use digital assistants

Scanmarker Air iOS (Apple) Allows scanning into the mobile using Scanmaker. Scanmarker is a pen shaped scanner. Scan any printed text and it appears automatically in any 

application on your screen.
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School Writing - Learn to write and more. iOS (Apple) An education created app that contains the education approved fonts for you schoo, including individual plin and cursive letters, used in the United 

States of America schools.

Sentence Builder App iOS (Apple) Designed to learn about words, sentences, pronunciation, grammar, and punctuation.

SentenceBuilder for iPad iOS (Apple) Designed to help elementary aged children learn how to build grammatically correct sentences. Explicit attention is paid to the connector words that 

make up over 80% of the English language.

Shadow Puppet Edu iOS (Apple) Create videos in the classroom. Students as young as five can make videos to tell stories, explain ideas, or document their learning. 30+ lesson ideas 

supporting Common Core make it easy to get started!

ShowMe Interactive Whiteboard iOS (Apple) Turns you iPad into your personal interactive whiteboard and allows you to record voice-over whiteboard tutorials and share them online.

Signed Stories Book Bundle #1 for Schools iOS (Apple) Animated children’s stories in American Sign Language, narration and captions with language learning games and a vocabulary builder. Stories have been 

selected to support teachers working to Common Core State Standards and the ECERS-R scale.

Skitch iOS (Apple) Visually share thoughts with others. Mark up photos, annotate photos, share a diagram, capture a map, mark it up, or open a PDF and highlight changes.

SnapType Pro iOS (Apple) SnapType helps students keep up with their peers in class even when their penmanship holds them back. Students can easily complete school 

worksheets with the help of an iPad or iPhone.

Sonocent Recorder iOS (Apple) Takes accurate records of classes and meetings with high-quality recordings. Highlight the key moments of audio for review, add photos, type brief text 

notes for further context, and break recordings into sections by topic.   

Sound Literacy iOS (Apple) An instructional tool that facilitates interaction between a teacher/tutor and a student. Skills and concepts must be guided by an instructor. Can be used 

in conjunction with any curriculum that emphasizes phonemic awareness, phonological processing, or morphemic word building.

Speech to Text - Voice to Text iOS (Apple) A voice to text app, that provides continuous speech recognition with custom dictionary (punctuation marks, phone numbers, addresses, etc), that helps 

you create long essays, posts, reports using only your voice.

Speech to Text - Voice to Text Pro iOS (Apple) 'Speech to Text - Voice to Text Pro' or SpeechTexter is a powerful voice to text app, that provides continuous speech recognition with custom dictionary 

(punctuation marks, phone numbers, addresses, etc), that helps you create long essays, posts, reports using only your voice.

Speechify - Text to Speech iOS (Apple) Text to speech app that uses Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning to synthesize natural sounding voices.  Designed to help people with Dyslexia, ADD, 

Concussions, Second Language Learners, Auditory Learners, Super Learners and Productivity Fanatics.

Stepping Stones iOS (Apple) A simple app which allows you to quickly create visual guides using your own photos.

Stick Around iOS (Apple) Play, design, and share sorting and labeling puzzles! Puzzles include ordering decimals and classifying rocks. Players drag the stickers from the tray to 

their correct spots on the background before time runs out

Story Creator iOS (Apple) Create story books containing photos, videos, text, and audio all in one collection. Supports text highlights which makes is it easy for kids to learn how to 

read.

StudyBlue Flashcards & Quizzes Android Make your own study sets and add recommended content served up to you as you create your flashcards. Quiz yourself, track your progress and set 

reminders to study what you need to know. Select the study mode best for you whether it's flipping flashcards or using our review sheets. Personalize 

your study sets with advanced formatting features, images and audio.

T2T Translation Pro Pack: Translate and Learn 

by Talking

iOS (Apple) T2T Pro (the original!) gives you speech-to-speech translation plus  ‘Practice’ mode, which uses Siri to test you and evaluate your pronunciation.  T2T Pro: 

Travel Conversations expands on the power of the original and allows you to talk with someone in 30 different languages, without sharing a common 

language!

Talking Calculator iOS (Apple) Calculator that is designed for a wide range of users, this calculator has large colorful buttones, optional high contrast, full VoiceOver support and the 

option to use speech for answers, button names and formulas.

TapTyping iOS (Apple) Master typing on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch. See a heat map of where your fingers hit the iPad on-screen keyboard and find where you are making 

your mistakes. Fully compatible with external and Bluetooth keyboards. This version includes the Speed Test as well as samples of all of the in-app-

purchases (lessons).

TapTyping (Suite) iOS (Apple) This app includes all of the in-app-purchases available from the TapTyping app.
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Tellagami iOS (Apple) A mobile app that lets you create and share a quick animated video called a Gami.

The Honor Roll iOS (Apple) Annotated catalog of educational and family-friendly apps. Offers parents and educators an improved way to identify apps tailored to a student's specific 

needs.

Time Timer iOS (Apple) The Timer Timer app features a red disk that disappears as the seconds go by.  A simple swipe of your finger or twist of the Apple Watch’s digital crown is  

 all it takes to set the length of your timer; then hit play to start the visual countdown.

To Do's Lite iOS (Apple) Create your own To Do list. Facebook and Twitter support.

Tools 4 Students iOS (Apple) 25 graphic organizers supporting common comprehension skills like main idea and detail, sequencing, compare and contrast, etc. Organizers can be used 

again and again and be emailed, drop boxed, or saved as a PDF. (There is also a Tools 4 Students 2 with 25 new Graphic Organizers).

Toontastic iOS (Apple) Toontastic is a creative storytelling app that enables kids to draw, animate, and share their own cartoons with friends and family.

Touch and Learn Emotions iOS (Apple) This app focused on helping kids read body language and understand emotions by looking at gorgeous pictures and figuring

Touch Trainer   iOS (Apple) Cause and effect app. Full version.

Touch Trainer Lite iOS (Apple) Cause and effect app.

Trading Cards iOS (Apple) Allows kids and teens a unique way to share their understanding of various topics, to build study aids for school, or to create their own fictional world of 

characters.

Turn Talking iOS (Apple) Conversation trainer for all types of persons with disabilities. Specifically helpful for those with ASD/autism. Allows scripting, prompting, modeling, and 

pacing a conversation between the person with a disability and anyone else.

TweetList for Twitter iOS (Apple) Full-featured Twitter client that highlights Twitter lists. High speed and intuitive user interface. Best in class VoiceOver capability.

Typ-O iOS (Apple) Word prediction engine and spelling error model. Integrated synthetic voices let you inspect the word predictions before selecting them.

Typ-O HD- Writing is for Everybody! iOS (Apple) Not just word prediction. This app knows how you misspell words and finds the right words for you.

Video Touch Animals iOS (Apple) When choosing one of the animals (sheep, dogs, cats, etc.), your child will watch 10-20 seconds video clips. For example - an adorable cat plays with 

toilet paper, a dog digs a hole in the sand, a bird eats fruit from a tree branch and many more. Each animal rotates through 4 separate videos with each 

tap.

Video Touch Music iOS (Apple) When choosing one of the musical instruments (guitars, pianos, saxophones, etc.), your child will watch 10-20 seconds video clips. For example - an 

amazing virtuoso harpist, an astonishing 4 mallets marimba player, a marvelous musician plays flamenco guitar. Each musical instrument rotates through 

4 separate video clips with each tap from your child. 

Video Touch Vehicles iOS (Apple) When choosing one of the vehicles (cars, planes, trains, etc.), your child will watch 10-20 seconds video clips. For example - fire trucks with their sirens 

screeching, motorcycles revving by, and water slapping the sides of an oncoming boat. Each vehicle rotates through 4 separate videos with each tap from 

your child.

VisTimer iOS (Apple) Developed to provide a gentle implementation of time imposed limits.  It utilizes an animated shrinking pie chart to depict elapsed time.

Visual Impact iOS (Apple) Easy step-by-step multimedia instructions to give support to perform daily tasks of all kinds. Includes online library of Visual Impact task instructions, or 

upgrade to create your own tasks. Teaches self-directed learning.

Visual Impact 3 iOS (Apple) Create multimedia task instructional sequences, social stories and visual modeling vignettes for nearly any activity!  Interoperability with AbleLink's 

Endeavor 3 application. Create custom step by step task instructions by adding pictures and videos from an iPad photo library, take new photos or videos 

to build the task steps. Record verbal instructions to go along with each step.

Visual Schedule Planner iOS (Apple) Customizable visual schedule app that is designted to give an individual an audio/visual representation or the events in their day.  Events that require 

more support can be linked to an "activity schedule" or "video clip" to help model the task even further.
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Name of App Platform Description

Visual Scheduler iOS (Apple) Visual scheduler. Schedule tasks or appointments with time to begin and end, and color-code option if necessary.

Voice Dream Reader iOS (Apple) Text-to-speech. Control how text sounds in speech and how text looks on screen to suit every reading style from completely auditory to completely 

visual.

Voice Dream Reader Android Text-to-speech. Control how text sounds in speech and how text looks on screen to suit every reading style from completely auditory to completely 

visual.

Voice Dream Writer iOS (Apple) Voice Dream Writer helps  write using: Text-to-speech proofreading reduces mistakes, phonetic and meaning search help you use the right words, and an 

active outline helps you organize and improve the structure of your writing.

Voice Reminding Free iOS (Apple) Record lists, set the time to be reminded.

Voice4Mail iOS (Apple) iPhone app that allows you to send and receive voice messages to anyone with an email address. 

What’s Up? iOS (Apple) This  app utilizes  CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) and ACT (Acceptance Commitment Therapy) methods to help you cope with Depression, Anxiety, 

Anger, Stress and more!

Word Wizard iOS (Apple) Talking movable alphabet and spelling tests for kids. Allows kids to hear the sounds of letters and words using a talking movable alphabet. Featuring 

advanced text to speech capabilities.

WRAP- Wellness Recovery Action Plan iOS (Apple) The user lists their personal resources and uses those resources to develop an action plan to use in specific situations. WRAP includes: developing a 

Wellness Toolbox, Daily Maintenance Plan,  and various Action Plans (triggers, early warnings, crisis, etc.).

Write My Name iOS (Apple) Developed as a fun way for children to practice writing letters, words, names, and phrases.  Write My Name supports children ages 4 through 6 to learn 

how to write their name, trace uppercase and lower case letters, and write over 100 familiar sight/Dolch words.

Writing Wizard for Kids iOS (Apple) Writing Wizard is designed to help every child learn how to trace letters, numbers, and words through a fun system carefully designed to maintain 

motivation. 

Wunderlist iOS (Apple) A to-do list and task manager that helps get stuff done (share a grocery list, work on a project, or plan a vacation). Can capture, share and complete to-

dos. Syncs between phone, tablet and computer; access to-dos from anywhere.
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